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Columbia River Knife & Tool (CRKT) 
“CRKT has successfully utilized Exceed’s services for many years. Over the duration of our relationship with Exceed, 

we have always found that the management and sta�  have been very responsive to our needs. They work 

diligently to deliver a perfect product the ! rst time, every time and always at a competitive price. 

We strongly recommend Exceed, a great organization providing a valuable service and helping a community of 

people that simply want to work and contribute to society.”                                 

-Rod Bremer, President

Blount International, Inc.
“Blount International, Inc. has worked with Exceed for more than 10 years on a variety of projects, such as 

tradeshow packaging materials; sorting and packing chain samples; and putting together distributor binders. 

Each and every job Exceed has been hired to do has been completed on time and within budget. 

Exceed not only meets our expectations, they exceed them. I would challenge other organizations to explore the 

services that Exceed provides. The opportunities they o� er for some of our most vulnerable citizens and for local 

businesses is a win-win.”                              

-Earl Miner, Global Technical Services Manager

Hood River Distillers
“Hood River Distillers has found Exceed to be the perfect source for custom labeling, holiday packaging                        

and special bottle adornment application. Their dependable work crews have been a!  xing custom labeling 

to our popular Yazi Ginger Vodka bottles and adorning our Pendleton Whisky 1.75L bottles with western-

style belt buckles since 2009. All in all, we have found Exceed to be very responsive and reliable                         

while maintaining the quality control we insist on. Exceed has earned a special place with us as a           

vendor of choice.”

-Susan Powers, Purchasing Executive



Bob’s Red Mill
“Creative marketing wonks are forever devising campaigns. Elements of each campaign are many times outside 

our plant’s ability to produce. Exceed is always our “Go To” for these projects. No matter how complex and 

detailed, the people at Exceed always bring a can-do spirit and deliver on time at a quoted 

price. They will do the same for you if you simply ask.”                                        

-Dennis Gilliam, Executive Vice President, Sales and Marketing

The Kinetic Group
“Each year, we partner with Exceed on the assembly of more than 500,000 Burgerville Kids’ Meal activity kits. 

Exceed has consistently met and exceeded our expectations with these projects in regards to 

quality of service, delivery and pricing. The Kinetic Group relies on the Exceed sta! ’s professionalism and 

the capable performance from individuals with disabilities who have adopted quality assurance procedures 

focused on customer satisfaction. We will continue to partner with Exceed with these and many other projects as 

we continue to grow.“

-Valerie Smith, Executive Account Manager




